Mr Salberg Speaks

End of Term
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16 December 2021
th

School will end at 12.00 for
Years 7-9 and 12.05 for
Years 10-13.

User in incorrect group

Make sure you click to hear Mr Salberg’s last
message of 2021!
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Festive jumpers can be worn
on that day instead of the
Wren school jumper! All
other uniform should be
correct.

Issue 39 – 10th December 2021
Next Week - Week B
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Be Ready - Look smart!

Young Minds

Support us by ensuring that school standards
are upheld by your child. Please ensure that
your child has:
 Smart black school shoes .
 If they are wearing a jumper, it is a Wren
V-neck jumper, not a hoodie or
alternative jumper.
 Does not have a nose piercing .
All of the above are in our Uniform Policy,
which is on our website.

The mental health charity Young Minds has produced an excellent
website to support young people experiencing high levels of stress and
anxiety in relation to their exams. They offer a range of advice
from dealing with exam
stress, keeping things in
perspective and exam
revision tips. Click here to
see for yourselves.

Be Respectful
Travelling to and from school
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Every student represents The Wren School
when coming to and from school. During
these times, they should be both respectful
and safe. Please support the school in
ensuring that your child’s behaviour is
exemplary and they are respecting both local
residents and other commuters on public
transport.

Christmas Lunch
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Christmas lunch will be available for all
students on Tuesday 14th & Wednesday 15th
December. Students do not need to order in
advance.

Free School Meal
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Free school meal vouchers will be sent out by
email during the week commencing 20th
December 2021.
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Reading for Leisure

Thanks to a handful of Year 7 and 8 Reading classes trialling
accelerated Reader over the last term, we are pleased to be rolling out
the reading programme across all Year 7 and 8 classes in the coming
weeks. Accelerated Reader is a reading program proven to increase
reading quantity, quality and student growth. More information on
finding books, completing quizzes and leader board prizes can be
found on their reading class Teams channel. Happy reading!

School Nursing Newsletter
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Attached is the Christmas newsletter, which aims to provide families
and young people with some useful information from the School
Nursing Team for keeping healthy.

Revision Treats for Year 11
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In this week’s Year 11 assembly, Ms Jubb and Mrs Cresswell
instructed the Year 11s through a range of revision strategies to help
them as they prepare for mocks and real exams next year.
Students received flashcards and post-it notes to help them with the
process and were reminded to use teachers as their best resources to
give feedback on any work completed at home; the PowerPoint is
attached here as a reminder.

Emotional Wellbeing Support and Training for Parents
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Brighter Futures for Children are hosting a range of CPD and discussion forums for parents to support you to develop
your skills and knowledge of emotional wellbeing and mental health, embed Therapeutic thinking and develop recovery
curriculum. We provide a range of workshop and training modules for parents and carers, please see the attached flyer
for more details.

@wrenschool

@wearethewren

@friendsofwren

#WeAreTheWren

